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Statistical findiiigs by

(1986) indiciate that

anywhere from ten to twenty

of the student

pppulation today haye difficulties learning, but do not
qualify for special education.

These statistical figures

have an impact on the regular education teacher and the

regular educatidh classroom thatx^^t^

iy presents

curriculum in a traditional way.

This project researches therliterature on traditionai
and who1e language approaches to learning and their results
on the diverse pppulation thet exists in many classrooms
today.

It proposes that a whole language approach can meet the
needs of the "at risk" population because it takes into
consideration cultura1 diversity and the background that

each child brings to the classroom.

The "at risk"

population is capable of learning when immersed in a
classroom that is rich in literature and integrates the

language arts with social studies.

This proiact providais a curricular unit iiasad on whole
language principles.

The unit is a model fourth grada

social studies^language arts curricular unit that meets the
needs of al1 students, especially the "at risk" student
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population,

it is this author's experience and observa

that these Students are not learning language successfully

by traditional teaching methods;

It provides assistahce to

teachers who work with a diverse popuietion of students,

especially those teachers who are observing stUdeht failure
by teaching in traditional ways.

it consists of a section

on how to prepare an integrated social studies-1angUage arts
unit.

It provides a model unit.

In conclusion, it provides

information on the results of the application of the model

unit and the indication that the application of whole

language principles are effective in meeting ^
al1 Studehts, including the "at risk" population.
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INTRODUCTION

Tdday^ throughout the country,

risk" students

comprise a significant percentage of regular e1eTOentary

education classrooms.

Specific data provided by Wi1i (1986)

indicates that "Of the mOre than thirty nine mil 1ion young

peOpIe enrolled in;public schools, over ten percent...are
eligible for special education services....Another ten to

twenty perceht...are not handicapped...but, have difficulties

which interfere with their educational progress" (p. 412).
It is this population that comprises a significant

percentage of the regular education classroom.

She goes on

to state, "The numbers a1one argue for new strategies to

indrease the educational success of these students,
(p. 412).

This fact is a daily reality for many

struggiing, regular education elementary teachers.

It also

poses the serious problem of how to teach in a classroom
with a high population of "at risk" students.

How does a

teacher create a curriculum that meets the needs of a

Wiverse''•■population?;;;
The author of this project is a teacher transitioning

frOm a tradi^ipj^^p ^

to a whole language classroom.

She ihitiated the transition by implementing a fourth grade

social studies-language arts unit that meets the needs Of

ail students.

There is a particular focuS on the "at risk"

student population since they appear to have difficuity

learning language by traditional teaching methods.
a.uthpr assists t

The

;

in their attempts to prepare ah

integrated fourth grade social studies-language arts unit•
She presents a model unit and the results of its

■ implementati:OnV
"At risk" students are the children in the school

population who score at the thirty fifth percentile or below

on the achievement tests; or/ in instances where they are

;

new to a school, who Score at the thirty fifth percehtile on

the WHAT (Wide Range Achievement Test).

If they meet these

criteria, they qualify for participation in Chapter I, a
federally funded remediation program.

Some of these

studerits are diaghosed as learning disabled and qualify for

Other special education programs.

Many

dp not

qualify, and they comprise a significant population of the
regular education classroom.
In the regular education classtopm, teachers need to

comply with state mandates.

One way thej^ caii do this is by

becoming familiar with the State frameworks.

State

frameworks provide descriptions of teaching areas and the
guidelines for what is to f''® f

be taught.

wel 1 as how 11 is to

State frameworks fake into consideration the

special needs students that exist in the classroom and how

teachers can approach the teaching of these students.

AGGording to the Gurrent California History SoGial

SGienGe Framework (1988), the goals of sooial soienoe are

stated as "knowiedge and oultutal uhderstanding,i .demoGratic
understanding and values.;;ahd
participation" (p. 10).

^s attainment and spGial

This incorporates the ateas of r

"history, geography, economics, political science,

anthropdldgy, psypholpgy, sociplogy, and the huma:hities" (p,

Typical1y, the regulat educetion c1assroom employs
traditional methods of teaching readirig/language artSi
Accordirig to the Ehglish^Languaqe Arts Framework for the

state of California f1987), language arts includes the

"integration of all the elements of ianguage
speaking, reading, and writing" (p. 5).

Traditional methods

of teaching typical1y consist of phonics and skil1s based
reading programs.

Based on this author's experience, the

effects of traditional methods on "at risk" students are

questionable, since many of these students are failinq.
Another case is that of educator Reggie Routman (1991)

who relates that she "was teaching in an elementary SGhool

where the majority of students were part of a minority,

lower socio-economic pOpulatiph and inany students^^ w
falling to learn to read successfully with traditipnai'
methods" (p. 1).

In The Struggle to Continue, Patrick

Shannon (1990) is the voice for a multitude of teachers who
experience teaching a diverse population with traditional

methods that do not work.

He states that > "Many teachers

across the Unites States voice...frustration and

dreams.

.Most have lived with the scientific management

system of reading instruction their entire student and

teaching careers, and they consider its dominance
impenetrable" (p. 183).

Traditipnal teaching methods today have many of the
characteristics of teaching that were employed in the 1920's

and practice the principles embedded in the scientific

management system which focused on learning from the
smallest units of sound and mastering a series of skills all

of which were done in a standardized way.

Shannon (1990)

states that the "...scientific management system was adapted

from industry as the model for constructing a scientific
curriculum" (p. 11).

There were correlations between basals

and the scientific management position.

There was the

belief that the materials were created by experts, were
scientifically based, tried and tested, with the message
that if all teachers followed the materials as directed,

childreh would learn to read.

The traditional grade school

curriculum consisted of a hierarchical sequence of basic

academic skilIs that students were expected to acquire.
The basal reading series have been the leading mode of
ihstruction and learning and continue to be the predominant

mode today.
the

Goodman, Shannon, Freeman, & Murphy, (1988) in

Report Card on Basal Readers state that, "Our

examination shows that today, as in their inception, basal

readers use a view of learning rooted in Thordn^ke's Laws of
Leafrhirig" (p, 98),^^

T

is a way^^^ 0^ learning from the

smaliest units to larger units.

It also proposes teaching

skills out of context, resulting in students filling in

V;blanks:-'On 'wprksheetS/.
An alternative approach to traditiohal teaching is^^^

based On the whole language philosophy.

Whole language

proponents advpcate the use of the natural context to teach

skills, as opposed to the basal approach which is "not
natura1 language, and it is therOfore unpredictable for the

learher" (Goodman Ot al., 1988).

This philosophy views

learners as active partieipants whose thoughts ahd feelings
are used to create meaning.

upon as a natural pirpcess.
teacher and tke studehts.

Reading, like speech, is loOked

Curriculum is negotiated by the
Students 1 earn as they inquire

into the nature of things as wel1 as language.

Learning and

learning language is most effective when integrated acrpss

the curriculum.

Here the learner uses language in a

:'meanihgful;,-:gurpOseful';;.way,:-;:i:^-
"Recent advances in cognitive psychology/ the science
of how we learn, also have profound implications for the

elementary school Curriculum'' (It's Elementary!.1992^
p. xiii).

Cognitivfe research has been instrumental ixi

presenting some reasohabie argumerits for change•

'^Mpdern

coghitive research has found that children are actually more

like natural scientists bent on making sense of the world,"

(11*s Elementarv!V 1992, g. kiv).

Whole 1anguage philosOphy and recent cognitive research
are congruent and offer an alternative to the regular

educatipn teacher who has a significant population of "at

risk" students.

An integftated social studies-language arts

Unit incprporates all the characteristics of a whole

language approach that meets the needs of a diversified
group,

"Children learn thrbug^^

learn language by

using language the way their culture uses it, and they learn
science by doing science as Scientists do" (Edelsky,

Altwerger, and Flpres, 1991, p. 66).

This project looks at

a traditional fourth grade classroom that is transitioning
frpm a skills based model to a hoiistic model.
has been teaching a tradit

The teadher

curriculum, but observes

that the "at risk" students are failing.

The populatibn of

"at risk" students is forty percent of the total classrbbm
pppuiatibn,

These facts are significant reasons for

considering a change from a traditiohal teaching approach to

a whole -.language;■•^apprpach..: --/

Strickland and Morrow

1988) acknowledga that change

is difficult/ but that it is necesaary fpi jpeopW

or be wi11ihg to 1earn about the nature of chi1dren and how
children learn and develop.

They state that curriculum

"should flow naturally and sensibly" (p, 722).

Patrick Shannon (199^1^

inspiration by writing

about the niany teachers Who experienced simila^^^^ problems.

Despite the obstacles, they were resistant to changei

He

states, "I hope that it {his book) wi11 help these ahd other
prpgressive teachers to take over the leadership and to

write a better, m^^

compassionate, and just future for

literacy programs and American soqi®ty" (p. 183).
This author of this project reports the dbservatioias of
a specific classroom^

ThO studehts and teacher work

together to negotiate curriculum "that...flow{s} naturally

and sensibly" (Strickland & Morrow, 1989, p. 722):from an
integrated social studies->-language arts unit.

It repprts

the effects and the success of the students with particular

attention to "at risk*'
teachers on how

used for the study.

.

This project assists

a similar unit based on the model

Because of the nature of the unit and

the prQcess and outcomes, no two units will or ought to

function in the same way.

It is a

d^^esig^^

on

theoretical beliefs.

I'Let curriculum 'emerge' from student interests while
we, as teachers, sat {sit} back and served {serve} as a

resource for their needs"

(Burke & Short, 1991, p.4).

These words Serve as a common dfhomination for curriculum
based on a whole language philosophy.

Goodman, (1986) states that"language Chould; be whole,

meanihgfu1, and re1evant to the leamer" (p. 9).

Cummins

(1989) elaborates on this when he states that "academic
growth will be fostered by context embedded instruction that
validates students' background experiences by encouraging
them to express, share and amplify these experiences"
(p.29).

This philosophy sees the interrelatedness of

reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

They are not

isolated entities, but interrelated as one acquires

language, especially when used purposefully and
meaningfully.

This is particularly relevant when learning

in a content field.

Whole language looks at learning as learner centered.

Dewey, (1929) advised this when he said,"the child is the
starting point, the center, and the end" (p. 14).

Freeman,

and Freeman, (1992) proclaim "Cognitive psychologists saw
learners as creative, and they saw learning as being
influenced by meaning and motivation.

In a cognitive view,

the learner is not passive but active" (43).

Students in a

whole language classroom are active participants as they
interact with the processes of reading, writing, speaking
and listening.

There are other forms of communication by which
children learn, process, and generate meaning.

Harste

(1988) states, "To mediate the world is to create sign
systems— mathematics, art, music, dance, language--that

stand between the world as we perceive it," (p. 3).

He goes

on to emphasize the importance of sign systems in a whole

■ 8.

language curriculum

when he indicates that "society...ought

to be concerned with expanding communication potential
rather than systematically shutting off certain forms of
expression through overemhasizing some, and neglecting
others of the humanities" (Harste, 1991, p. 49).

This

recognizes students' strengths and focuses on what they can
do rather than what they cannot do.
The learner is involved in decision making, risk

taking, and processing instead of being involved in product
oriented activities which are characteristic of the decoding

and skills models.

An example of this is "Authorship:

Key Facet of Whole Language," (Lamme, 1989).

A

Authoring is a

process that involves reading, writing, listening, speaking,
thinking and collaborating.

It also recognizes the need for

evaluation and reflection.

Learning is social as students and teacher collaborate
with each other.

This model looks at social learning as a

crucial aspect of individual learning.

Dewey (1938) stated

that "all human experience is ultimately social:

involves contact and communication" (p.38).

it

Vygotsky (1978)

takes it one step further when he states that "The ways in
which we talk and interact with other people become

internalized and change the ways we think," (p. 86).

The author of this project employs the practices that
are embedded in the whole language philosophy.

The

integrated social studies-language arts unit takes into

consideration how children learn and how children learn

language.

It is particularly sensitive to the needs of "at

risk" students and recognizes that the whole language

approach makes sense when working with a diverse group.
The author of this project takes into consideration

that the step from a traditional classroom to a whole
language classroom is risky for teachers.
assist

She attempts to

teachers in planning for this change by presenting a

section on how to go about setting up a whole language

classroom.

It presents a model with an emergent design as a

springboard or starting place. It also describes the effects
of the use of the social studies-language arts curricular
unit on all of the students in a specific classroom.

describes how they negotiated curriculum,

It

processed through

it, and experienced curriculum in a positive way, thereby

providing a successful curricular experience for all the
students.

The author of this project recognizes that "Becoming a
whole language teacher is a bold decision for many....{and}
being a professional means accepting responsibility for

using the best available knowledge to educate every learner

to the fullest extent possible (Goodman, 1986, p. 69).
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Based on this author's observations, experiences, and

research, the "at risk" students are not succeeding in the
traditional classroom. "At risk" students comprise "ten to

twenty percent" (Will, 1986, p. 412) of the regular
education classroom.

In

facts, how do

teachers in the regul«n^ ®ducation classroom

teach a diverse

group of students that rahge in varied abilities?

Ah

integrated fourth grade social studies-language arts unit
based on whole language principles includes all students,
and believes that all students are capable of learning.

is holistic in its perspective.

whole language philosophy

It

Classrooms that embrace a

provide the necessary ingredients

that invite all children to learn.

Goodman (1992) states

that "whole languagte reemphesizes the need for curriculum

integrated around problem solving in science and social
studies with pupils generating their own questions and
answering their own questions and answering them

collaboratively" (p. 188). An integrated unit based on

whole 1anguage principles takes into consideration how
children learn, the nature of curriculum and the role of the
,teacher..

These important characteristics of whole language that
meet the needs of all students with particular consideration

of the "at risk" students are crucial for regular education
teachers who are trying to meet the needs of all students

and are tryihgf to proyide a curriculUm in which they can
•■succeed'.
HOW

CHILDREN LEARN

. >inodern cognitive research has found that children

are actually mdre like natural scientists hent on making
sense of the wOrld" (it'S Elementary! .1992. p. xiv>.

This

research indicates that 1earning is a natural act for

children.

They strive to make sense of their environment.

Smith (1985) states, "Children learn in the same way as
scientists, testing tentative modifications Of their
theories of the world through experiments" (p. 83).
The characteristics of modern cognitive concepts are

inherent in holistic curricular models which are meaning
centered and address that learning proceeds from whole to
.part.

Freeman and Freeman (1992) state that children "need

first a sense of the whole to understand the parts.

The

whole provides an important context in which the parts are

naturally embedded" (p. 12).

The Opposite Of this is part

to wholelearning found in the scientific management system.

Goodman (1986) states, "Moving from small to large units has
an element of adu11 1ogic....But the psycho1ogy of 1earning
teaches us that we learn from the whole to parts" (p; 9).
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The California Historv-Social Science Framework (1987)

mirrors whole language principles when it states, "This
curriculum attempts to bridge the barriers between the
related disciplines and to enable students to see the

relationships and connections that exist in real life" (p.
26).

This is looking at major ideas and key concepts which

are holistic in nature.

Freeman and Freeman (1991) state, "Learning is the
active construction of knowledge" (p. 29).

This takes into

consideration what children know, what they don't know, and
what they want to learn.

to prior knowledge.

The child relates the new material

Goodman (1987) refers to this as he

describes learning as "coming to know through the symbolic

transformation and representation of experience" (p.98).
Smith, Goodman, and Meredith (1970) state that there are
three stages to learning.

They are "perceiving, in which

the child attends to particular aspects of experience;
ideating, in which the child reflects on the experience, and
presenting, in which the knowledge is expressed in some

way."

These perspectives address learning as active, not

passive.

Clark (1988) refers to this as a "paradigm shift in
education" and describes it as a "transmission of knowledge
to education as the active construction of knowledge"
(p.18).

13

One of the characteristics of The California History

Social Science Framework (1987) is that teachers employ "a
variety of content-appropriate teaching methods that engage

st^deiits actively in the learning prdcess" (p. 7). Again,
the emphasis is on the active participatioh of students as
opposed tp the! traditional approach to sbcial studies which
was the ma^^^
facts. "Social Studies for Early

Childhood an<3 Elementary School Children Preparing for the
2ist Century: A Report from NCSS Task Force oh Ear1y

Childhood/Elementary Social Studies,"(ncsS}, (1989), report
that tha
classroom pattern is characterized by
lecture ao4 recitation, reading textbooks, and completing
worksheets" (p. 20). The report emphasizes the need for
students to be actively involved in learning social studies

in order to be ''eff

21st century" (p.

14). This is one of the major goals of the social studies
'curriculum.
'

Freeman and Freeman (1991) state that learning takes
place when lessons "have meaning and purpose for students

now" (p. 29). Edelsky, Altwerger, and Flores (1991) agree

with this when they state, "it is purpose that hiakes the^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^
learning gccur'y C
, When a child's interests are
taken ihtOcohsideratioh, the affective as well as the

cbgnitive domain is considered and children are motivated to
learn.

14

The Galifornia HiStorv and Social Science

Framework(1987) addresses this aspect with "the inclusion of
different cultural traditions in each year's course" (p.

ix).

This aspect of the framework recognizes and respects

the diversity that exists in the classroom and opens up
areas of interest for the diverse groups/ thereby making

learning more possible through meaning and purpose for all
students.

"This framework incorporates a multicuitural

perspective....that reflects the expieriences of different
';.-'.groups ;;(p.>

Freeman and Fr:eeman <b^^

state, "Lessons should

engage groups of students in social interaction" (p. 29).
Johnson and Johnsoh (1989) are in agreement as they
investigate and propose that children 1earn in cooperative
groups.

Since man is a social being they propose and

promote cooperative learning as "positive interdependence,

face to face prbmotive interaction...indivdual

accountability...social skilIs...group processing....{which
includes} how theiy are working and how their effectiveness

may be improved" (p. 80).

Freeman and Freeman (1992) make a

connectibn between social interaction and cognitive

psychology when they state that "meaning is constructed in
transactions between individuals and their learning

environments" (P. 104).

Vygotsky (1978) contends that "the

distance between the actual developmental level is

determined by independent problem solving and the level of

potehtiai development is deteirmin^^

thrpugh problem solving

under adult guidance Or in collaboration with more capable
pieers" (p, 86). The research done in th^

field has

signified the need for social interaction and its

relationship to learning.

Gbodman et al. (1987) sum up the

importance of social learning by stating that"Language
becomes the social medium for the sharing of thoughts; it
creates a social mind from iudividual minds and thus greatly

magnifies the learning ability of any one person" (p. 31).
The California Historir gocia1 Science Framework (1987)

states as one of; its gcalis that ".,.the ability to work with
others is an asset in

it is a requirement for

citizenship in a democracy" (p. 24).

The NCSS Report (1989)

states, "The school itself serves as a laboratory for

students to learn social participation directly and not
Symbolically.

Democratic and participatory schpo1 and

classroom environments are essential to this type of

real-!wrorld learning" (p. 15).

Cooperative learning filIs

this need because it provides the interaction hecessary to
.^meet'^the; goal;-.stattsd /above.^
Children learn in various ways.

Gardner (1984)

indicates that not only do they Use listening, speaking,
reading, and writing to leam, which he refers to as the
traditional linguistic way of learning,

but they also learn

kinesthetlcal 1 y, mUsically, S;patial1y, mathematically,
interpersonal1y, and ihtrapersonally;

He refers to these as

the seven intelligences.

Harste

(1988) discusses this with

his research that relates multiple intelligences to literacy
by the process of transmediation when "humans mediate the

world...to create sign systems" (p. 3).

These modes are not

only used for learning, but for expressing knowledge when a

student is incapable of writing in a coherent way.

These

studies have significant implications, particularly when
working with "at risk" studehts.

Another key factor of learning, especially for itiany "at
risk" students Who are limited English speaking students, is
to honor their primary language and culture.

Freeman and

Freeman (1992) state that "When we support students' first

language, we are building on their strengths and validating
them as individuals" (p. 175). This is difficult in a
regular education dlassroom, but is needed to build
concepts.

By acknowledging that each person contributes tO

the classroom community, we validate their importance as

individuals.

We no longer live in a unicultural society.

Multiculturalism needs to be acknowledged.
Particularly in California does this ring true as
"influxes of refugees have filled classrooms with a rich mix

of students from diverse ethnic backgrounds" (Freeman and
Freeman, 1991, p. 29).

Once again the all important factor

of multiculturalism is addressed and looked on as a crucial

factor in soqial studies.

For learning to take place, this

needs to be taken into consideration.

Freeman and Freeman (1991) state, "Lessons that show

faith in the learner expand students* potential" (p. 29).
A teacher needs to encourage children to learn and initially

guide them.

As they are surrounded by resources, they need

to learn how to organize information for learning.

Goodman,

(1986) states that teachers need "To support pupils in

revaluing themselves as language learners, and to get them
to believe they are capable of becoming fully literate" (p.
56).

Freeman and Freeman (1992) state that "Rather than

labeling such students as Limited English Proficient or

learning disabled, {many of whom are referred to as "at
risk"}, teachers need to help students develop their

potential by showing unwavering faith in their ability to
succeed" (p. 208).

These thoughts mirror cognitive

psychologists research on motivation and self esteem.
Children learn when they make connections to prior

knowledge.

Smith (1985) states that "All the order and

complexity I see in the world must reflect an order and
complexity that exists in my head.

I can only make sense of

the world in terms of what I know already" (p.74).

Inquiry and problem solving are key ingredients in how
children learn.

"The 'scientific method' is the natural way

to learn, displayed by all of us in our early years" (Smith,
1985, p. 84)

Children think and question naturally and try

to get meaning out of their world.

Smith (1985) continues

with "Predicting, hypothesizing, striving to comprehend, and
18

striving to le

on all the time.

They are as

natural and continuous for a child as breathing" (p. 88).

; The curtent^^^ ^t^

curriculum that is used by many

teachers focuses oh "skil1 and dril1."

This approach to

learning dates back to the 1920's where the theories of

learning matched society's needs at that time and does not
matdh how chi1dren 1earn or how chi1dren wi11 survive in the

21st century.

Goodman (1986) telIs teachers to "Put aside

the careful 1y seguenced basal readers/ spel1ing programs,

and handwriting kits.
nn ,the'nhelves\;,.

Let the...ditto masters gather dust

(p. 1)• : [

The Current traditional curriculum that is used by many
teachers in social studies where "forced marches through

textbooks are freqhent; and where the assumption prevails
that memorization...will somehow translate itself during

adulthood into civic involvemehtV^^^^^^f

Report, 1989, p.

There is an alternative and, teachers do have a choice

ahd h voice in creating ari ehvironmeht that reflects how all
childfen learn.

"At risk" students are capable of learning

in an environment that incoriggrates these characteristics.
After looking at research in education and how children
1earn, it is important to look at the state frameworks and,
documents that are attempting to implement change in

curriculum.

These frameworks suggest and ref1ect on how

children learn and think.

Resnich and Klopfer (1989) wrote

that "the entire educatidiaal program must be reconceived ahd

revitalized so that thinking pervades...." (p. 2).
THE NATURE 6f CURRICULUM

The "at risk" students are not making the necessary
connections that allow them to learii.

Traditional

curriculum that focuses on part to whole learning, and

skills in isolation, do not make sense to these students. A
curricuium is needed that takes into consideration how all
■.children...laarn. . .

"Since the 19:60^'^

been a renaissance in what

we know about how Children learn language; yet, , . ^ the

field of curriculum development. . .has changed little"

(Burton, 1991, p. 365).

Burton (1991) realizes the

"mismatch between how children learn language and the

historical grounding of how we continue to frame and display
the curriculum. . ." (p. 365).

Forty five years have passed since research has
indicated the breakthrough as to how children learn, but

current practices in curriculum development Continue to be

grounded in outdated theories.

Skil1 and drill exercises,

the use of readers with workbooks that accompany them date

back to the pre-1900's and the "mental discipline" theory.
These practices were indicative of the curriculum that
existed at that time, but they ring true in many schools

throughout the country today.

Short and Burke (1991),

whose beliefs, efforts, and progress in curriculum

development are expressed in Creating Curriculum:
arid Students as a Community of Learners,

Teachers

encourage teachers

to attempt curricular changes that reflect recent research
on how children learn.

They encourage teachers to take the

responsibility for change, but they are afraid that teachers
will state,

.

district we hav^ to teach the baSal,"

(p. xi) Or

.We are held accountable tg know children's

progress on the state achievement test'* (p. xi).

Comments

1ike these date back to the 1920's when the basals were

first introduced or the "use of standardized tests {were

used} to determine students * competence" Shanncn (1990, p.

In additign to this/ curriculum was affected by Ralph
Ty1er's (1949) Basic Principles of Curriculum Instruction

which proposed the preparatign of precisely formed

/

objectives before an ectivity would be used with chi1dren.

Today, many teachers are re^g^^^

to state objectives fgr

activities that they use in their classrooms.
Strickland and Morrow (1989) reiterated the words of

Short and Burke when they wrote> "How do we ihtroduce this

new approach into a world where the teaching and testing g^^^

ski1Is increasing1y dgminates everything we do?" (p. 722).
One way is to "read, think, talk., and reflect on pclicy and
practice" (p. 722).
The:State of California Historv--Social Sclehce

Framework (1987) indicates that policy and pract^^
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changing and efforts are being made to ma:ke curriculum more
congruent with the way chi1dreh think and 1earn•

foreward it states,, "..Vi

In its

history and geography

with the humanities and the social sdiendes; it enriches the

content of the early grades

..it recoghizes the

multicultural character of j^erican societyf....it

incorporates the teaching of critical thinking into the

content of each bourse" (p. viii).
^

; T

current Enqlibh-Lahquaae Arts Framework, adbpted by

the Gali1fornia State Bgard of Education and Published by
the Gaiifornia Department of Education in Sacrainento, (1987)
recognizes and states that "We are in a midst of a
revolution...into how the brain works, hbW we acquire

language, and how we construct meaning in our lives" (p. 1).

What they are proposing meshes with with "Psycholinguistics,

language acquisition theory, and research in composition and
literacy...." (p. 1).
This framework calls for "A literatUre^based

program....that integrates listening, speaking, reading, and
writing and teaching of language skills in meaningful

Contexts" (p. 3).

They are calling for "Instructional

programs that guide all students through a range of thinkihg
'.■processes"
Huck and Kuhn (1968) indicate that children can develop
an appreciation for literature and the historical
perspective as they read and discuss varieties of literature

:: ■.: '. 'bo;
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that present historical views. This can be done through
biographies of fanious people, historical fiction, or the
actual presentation of historical facts.

This framework also addresses the needs of special

students.

It states that the curriculum for students with

special needs includes "...good literature; integrating
instruction in all of the language arts; ...and connecting

English-language arts activities and materials with the
students' own lives" (p.20).

These frameworks provide the basis for an integrated

social-studies, language-arts curriculum, one that meets the
needs of all students.

Studies on the integrated curriculum indicate the need

to "make language a major focus of concern and put it at the
center of the curriculum" (Goodman, 1986, p. 50).
Freeman and Mason (1991) "have suggested organizing

themes around big ideas and powerful contrasts." Edelsky,

Altwerger, and Flores (1991) propose using "theme cycles
{which} are a means for pursuing a 1ine of inquiry
(p. 64).

They are in agreement with Clark (1988) who states,
"curriculum should involve students in some of the

significant issues in life and that teachers should

encourage students to ask questions worth arguing about (p.
29).
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Sizer (1990) builds on this idea by orgattizing around

'VEssential Questions" which 1ead to "engaging and effective

curricula"(p. 49).
activities.

This involves the learner in relevant

The California History Social Studies

Framework. fl987) refers to this as key issues or ideas that

can be pursued, especially
individual's life,

they relate to an

NCSS Report (1989) states that a social

studies pfogram itnust be "organized...around concepts ftcm

history and the social sciences" (p. 18).

Once students

inquire into these key concepts or ideas it al1ows them to
"generalize and integrate new informatidn" (p. 18),
Harste, short/ and Burke (1988) talk about the
authoring cycle as a curricular cycle.

The authoring Cycle

is a model fpr curriculum and allows learners to bring to

the cycle their life experiences.

This employs and

includes the alternate systems of Communication Such as art,

music, drama and moyement.

This approach to curriculum

takes into consideration all students and builds on their

strengths;

It also iodkS at language and its activities as

functional and meaningfai.

social interaction.

It also recognizes the need for

They State, "In starting the authoring

cycie it is important...to Select open activities that
permit all studehts...tc connect" (p. 54).

"If the young people of this nation are to become
effective participants in a democratic society, the social

studies must be an essential part of the curriculum in the
24

•

early chilhood/elementary years" (NCSS Report, 1989, p. 14).
An integrated social studies-language arts unit is one way
to achieve these goals.
THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

In whole language programs the role of the teacher,

according to Routman (1991), is one of "facilitator and co

lea.rner.

I do more listening and less talking.

I am an

observer, encourager, participator, and respondent.

coach" (p. 18).

I am a

The whole language teacher operates as a

facilitator and a resource.

Short and Burke (1990) describe

it from a similar perspective.

"As teachers, we contribute

our experiences and understandings about learning and about
our particular students" (p. 5).

Whole language teachers

recognize the importance of the individual.

They recognize

students strengths and build on their strengths.
In much of the literature reviewed, similar

characteristics kept appearing.

The teacher's role is one

of observer, listener, organizer, inviter, negotiator,

demonstrator, risk taker, encourager, and one who assumes
that children will learn to read and write.
As an observer and listener, the teacher is a child

watcher who capitalizes on children's strengths,

the

teacher then works with those strengths to provide
appropriate materials and resources for the child.
evident in the Reading Miscue Inventory:

This is

Alternative

Procedures (Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987) whose work is
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based on Kenneth Goodman's Taxonomy of Reading.

These

researchers have indicated that by doing a miscue analysis,
one can decide on a students' strengths and needs in

reading.

Reading strategies are then employed to build on

the reader's strengths.

Weaver (1988) considers "the most

important use of miscue analysis to be helping teachers gain
insight into the reading process" (p. 329).
As an inviter to learning, the teacher recognises when

a child is ready to engage in a meaningful experience and
invites the child to the experience.

and can opt to decline an invitation.

The child has a choice

Routman (1991)

discusses Holdaway's Developmental Model and quotes him as
stating that

"The child is invited to participate and

collaborate because he has a need for and genuine interest
in learning to talk or mastering a particular skill"
(P. 9).

When a skil1 is taught, it is taught in context.
Goodman (1986) tells teachers to "Diminish the use of

workbooks and exercise sheets....save only the few exercises
that might qualify as strategy 1essons, those with whole,

meaningful texts that might be relevant and interesting to
your pupils" (p. 7).
As an organizer and one who encourages, the teacher

arranges an environment that is conducive to 1 earning.

teacher organizes the room environment, organizes for
cooperative learning, arranges for personal space,
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The

establishes a gathering area, displays student work,

arranges the room and workspace, and provides resources and
keeps records.

Smith, P. G. (1991) states that "What whole

language teaching consists of is providing the proper
environment which allows and encourages the child to develop

his/her language skills as rapidly as he/she is
developmentally able to do" (p. 88).
As a negotiator, the teacher negotiates classroom

rules, duties, and curriculum with the students.
classroom is considered a classroom community.

The

Routman

(1991) indicates that "negotiating the curriculum also means

finding our own answers for what should be taught as well as
working throught problems in our own way....{and} also means
sharing the responsibility of learning with the learners"
(p. 18).

Since "citizenship education is a major goal of social
studies instruction in the elementary school" (Holmes, 1991,

p. 176), one way to achieve this is

"In democratic classes,

{where} teachers share decision making with students.
Children participate in setting learning goals and

establishing rules for school behavior" (p. 177).

Short and Burke (1991) indicated that they "began to
explore with others how curriculum could be a shared process
of teachers and students working together through

negotiation" (p. 4).

"At risk" students involved in
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collaboration and negotiation would feel a sense of va1ue
and empowerment.

As a demonstrator, the teacher models reading, writing,

and learning.

Students learn good habits by observing

teachers and other adults in learning activities.

Trelease

(1990) indicates that children are encouraged to read by
teachers using the best literature and reading aloud to
them.

Graves (1989, 1990) states that whole language

teachers teach reading and writing by using whole pieces of
language and whole pieces of literature.

In summary, recent research articles as well as state

framewbrks support the trends in education that are

reflected in whole language.

Individualism and the focus of

the individual's interests and choices as well as rights of

the individua1 1earner are some of the most discussed topics

and themes used in the recents documents and articles coming

thrbugh ERIC/CS.;
''philosophical^ O

p. 720).

These topics indicate that the
may be shiftihg" (Smith, 1989,

He states that ''Literature has become the center

of attention in curriculum discussions" (p. 720).

Rightly

so Since both the California Historv-Social Science

Framework (1987) and the California Enqlish-Lanquaoe
Arts Framework (1987) refer to a "1iterature driven

curriculum" instead of a "textbook driven curriculum" (720).

The implications here are that changes

are in the

making and these do affect the teaching profession and the

student population.

The most important implication is that

the individual and the recognition of individuals as diverse

students who bring a variety of cultures, backgrounds,

experiences and interests are finally being validated as
learners instead of being viewed as students who have
limited abilities or disabilities.

Educators need to be aware of change and what those

changes imply.

Some people don't accept change too easily

and some people outrightly resist it.

Nonetheless, change

is in the making and this project is a reflection of that
change.
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CHAPTER THREE
GOALS AND LIMITATIONS

-;"GOALS;
In looking at "How to Transition from a Traditional

Classroom to a Whole Language Classroom by Implementing a
Fourth Grade Social Studies-Language Arts Unit That Meets

the Needs of All Students," this author presents a project

that is based on Whole language principles.

It represents a

change from traditional teaching methods that are based on
skills/ workbooks, dittoes/ and basal reading materials.

It

demonstrates how an integrated unit was used in the
classroom with all students, including the "at risk"
population.

It provides informatibn that demonstrates

successful processes of all the students in the classroom.
It attempts to assist teachers in their move toward Whole

language by including a section on how to plan an integrated

unit.

It includes the integrated unit that was used with a

fourth grade self contained regular education classroom.

Lastly, it presents the results of its implementation.
The goals of this project are;
1.

To encourage teachers, especially those who

work with a diverse population to consider the use of an

integrated spcial studies-language arts unit that employs

whole language principles.
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2.

To encourage teacher

to create their own

curricular units with the guidelines provicied herein.
s®ivsi13,26 teachers to the mul

ts thrdughout classrgo'''^

and pirovide an

ecoepting, inviting, validating environment for all
■ .students.
■

"

4.

To encourage teachers to employ whole language

principles as a tesult gf^;

this project.

.■;^^LlMtTAT;iONS. ' - 'l
The limitations of this pr

!•

Materials could be a constraint because of the

amount and type of materials used for the project.
2.

Finances couid be a constraint since materials

are extensive as well as expensiye.

3.

space Could be a cohstraint if the classroom

does not have adequate space for the variety of areas that
are found in whole language classrooms.

there adequate spaoe for art tables?

For example, iS

Is there adequate

space to display books, magazines; newspapers and other
varieties of print?
4.

Time could be a constraint if teachers are

mandated to follow a scbedulev thereby not allowing enough
time to impiement an iritegrated unit.
teacher''s grade level is a constraint since

this is a fourth grade unit.

Teachers of other grades would
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have to plan and make changes based on their grade level
requirements.
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APPENDIX A

HOW TO TRANSITION PROM A TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM TO A WHOLE
LANGUAGE CLASSROOM BY IMPLEMENTING A FOURTH GRADE SOCIAL
STUDIES—LANGUAGE ARTS UNIT THAT MEETS THE NEEDS
OF ALL STUDENTS

In 1989, I started teaching fourth grade in the public

school system.

My first year was frought with many tears

and many sleepless nights.

I now had my first experience

with children who could not read or write at the fourth

grade level.

Approximately forty percent of these students

were considered "at risk" students and were in the Chapter I

program where they received assistance for reading and
mathematics.

Some of these students were in a pull out

program for special education services.

Chapter I students are those students who meet a
certain achievement criteria.

At my school site, they are

the students who score at thirty five percent or below on
the achievement tests.

When a school has a significant

percentage of these students, they qualify for Chapter I
funds, which are federal funds that provide these students
with additional assistance in reading and mathematics.

Since my class consisted of a high percentage of "at
risk" students, I really did not know how to begin teaching

reading to them since a good percentage of them read at
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approximately the first or second grade level. I was

accustomed to working with students who were capable of

reading the fourth grade texts and who scored high on
achievement tests.

The "at risk" students had already been

inundated with phonics from kindergarten through fourth

grade.

Those who were enrolled in the Special Education

program were receiving more assistance in phonics.
My first impulse was to work with the students in small

groups and give them more phonics.
them reading out of old basals.
them doing many skill sheets.

This did not work. I had

This did not work.

I had

This did not work either.

I

felt like a failure in spite of the fact that my principal
was really pleased with my efforts.

He could tell that I

was doing my best to help the students.

I was not pleased

with the results or with myself.
I had a wonderful room environment and a very accepting
approach with the children.

I followed the state frameworks

and the district and school site mandates.
that I was expected to do.

I did everything

I checked and double checked the

curriculum guides that were distributed at the beginning of

the school year.

I followed these flawlessly.

I was often

chided by my colleagues as being the only one at my site to
read the curriculum guides from cover to cover.

to do things the right way.
of all the dictates to me.
was definitely wrong.

I was going

Curriculum was the application
I did all this, but something

I was not happy with myself or with
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the results.
cried.

When I saw my student's test scores in June, I

I had to make a move or leave teaching, which I

loved.

It was at this point that I was accepted into the

Master of Education program which focused on the reading

option.

It was the beginning of a new way of thinking and

teaching.

I was fascinated with the whole language philosophy and

bagan to apply some of the concepts in my classroom.

were baby steps.

These

I was afraid to give up my security

blanket--my belief in the skills based program.

I

progressed little by little to the point that I am now

transitioning successfully into a whole language classroom.
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LET'S TAKE A WALK THROUGH THE UNIT
AS IT WAS DONE IN MY CLASSROOM

I had a three-four combination classroom of thirty

children--ten third graders and twenty fourth graders.

My

third grade students were higher academically and the
majority of my fourth graders were low to average students
with only two students academically high.

Eleven of the

thirty students were designated Chapter 1 students based on
their placement on the CAT (California Achievement Test).
This was thirty three percent of the total class.
I explained to my students that there were certain

topics that I was required to teach.
the state and by my district.

These were mandated by

I then distributed curriculum

strips that listed topics that I was supposed to teach them.
Also, I verbally stated the topics that I had to cover that
year.

After looking over the curriculum strips and discussing
the topics, I asked the students what they were most
interested in learning.

They came up with the following

topics:
1.

Gold Rush.

2.

Transportation systems in California,

3.

Water projects in California.

4.

Westward Movement.

5.

Regions of California,
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6.

Immigrants who came to California.

7.

Changes in California life from 1900 to the present

Then, we voted on the topics.

The most popular topic

was the Gold Rush with eleven votes.

A close second was

water projects in California.

After this selection, we proceeded to list the things
we know about the Gold Rush.

Students generated the

following:

1.

They used special equipment to mine gold.

2.

Lots of people moved to California to mine gold.

3.

People thought that they would get rich if they

moved here.

4.

Some people got "gold fever."

5.

People were greedy.

They tried to take each

other's gold.
6.

Some people dug with their hands.

7.

Some people used dynamite.

8.

They used picks and shovels.

9.

There was a man who first discovered gold.

10. They worked for a long time to find one nugget.
11. Some people used pans to get gold.

12. They used cradles to mine gold.
13. Some people died while mining for gold.

14

They used carts to go into caves to mine for gold.

15. It is worth lots of money.
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the list of the thinis we kne^^^^
the Gold Rush, we began to list what we would like to learn

about this period in history.
including me.

We all had input in this

We came up with the following list:

1.

who was the first man to discover gold?

2.

How come they wanted gold?

3.

How did they find out about it?

4.

Who priced the gold?

5.

Who knew it was gold?

6.

Why were they so greedy?
-When''was...it;-\first;^found?

■

8. 'How"isVit ■ ma:de2;'^

How did it get its color?
10. How many pebple diecl looking for it?
11. Why were they crazy about it?
12. How did the Gold Rush start?

13. Why did they want to be rich so quick?
14. How did they know there was gold?

15

How did gold get its name?

16. How did' people trevel here to mihe for gold?
17. How did they find out about it if they lived so

^,''v/V'■■::

\far?
18. Where did all these people come from?
19. What were the communities like back then?

I invited the students to sign up for.those topics that
they wanted to research.

Some students had difficulty with
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this process and I told them that they could decide wheniever
they felt comfortable with a tbpic of interest to them.

Eventually all students signed up to research a topic.

We took trips to the library and checked out as many
bboks as were available.

I went to a children's book store

and bought over three hundred doliars in books to support
the theme.

1 brought in my own personal encyclopedia set

since we have access to the school 1ibrary Only one half

hour a week and cannot check but encyclopedias.

1 cal1ed

the district media center to have them send me whatever
videos aiid films they had on the Gold Rush.

I got the word

out to colleagues at school and teacher friends.

Finally, I

sent a letter to the parents explaining what we were doing.

I told them that we were doing the research at school.

I

invited them to encourage their children in their pursuits
by getting them their own library card.

I invited the

children and parents to send ^n whatever they feu

related to the topic

Finally/^. ^ -^

the parents to stop

by to visit the classroom to see research in action.
The students ailcl I discussed / sg^^
find the answers to the questions.

ways that we could

We came up with a list

of resources that were available.

I started the eyele by reading several chapters from
Patty Reed's Do11 by Laurregard.

I showed several videos

and filmstrips to make the students feel comfortable with
the topic.

They all took notes on everything, r I then
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shared the books that I brought in as well as the topics in
the books.

I told studehts that they could find information

in their social studies textbooks.

W

I invited the students

to select whatever they were interested in and told them

that they could share topics as well.

They started reading

everything that was available and taking notes on it.

The reading specialist at our school got so excited
about what we were doing that she went home and asked her
husband to build a covered wagon.

She no longer had a

classroom of her own and missed the excitement of these

activities.

from Pike.

She also brought in a big doll. Sweet Betsy

She brought in records and tapes of music from

this period.

She made copies of songs and provided the

words on large charts.

Ahother friend told me about the video, "Clementine,"
so I rented that.

The students were learning the songs from

the period and really enjoyiftg it.

I alibwed^^;^^^

time block every day and told the

children that this was uninterrupted reading and writing

time.

At this point studehts started sharing and reading

books and leaking notes.

Some of the students had gone to

the city library, got library cards for the first time, and

checked out books.

They brought them in to share with the

-class.
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I worked my way a

room guiding students,

iisteriing to their questions, supporting them in what they
were doing, and invited them to share their writing with
each other.

Small groups were working together and helping

each dther in their research.

Whenever new inaterials were

brought in, they were shared with the class.
when students got to a certain point in their

investigatibhs, they shered with the class and we all

Stud,ents were told;tbat they could share their findings

through art, music, writing, dance> or movement if they so
dhgne ito;do it- and th^

could do this whenever they wanted

to share their 1earning.

Demonstrations were given so that

they would have a model for the sign systems.
Mfe discussed some pr^oce^

that students might enjoy.

Again this Was emphasized as process and not product and

students spent quite a bit of time trying to figure out what
■they;;;wanted ;tp-do.V^,. - ■ ■ .■ ■ ' ■
S6me of the processes they decided on:

1.

Constructihg paper mache projects--miners and gold

2.

Creating murals ivery popular).

3. BuiIding sluice boxes out of wo^ and construetion
4.

Building cradles out Of wood.

3,

Creating panning displays Out of pie pans.

6.

Construci;ing wagon trains out of construction

"paper/,;;

7.

Creating dioramas of mining sites and communities.

Studentis took ownership of their learning.

Those

students who are normally distracted had difficulty deciding

what they wanted to do.

They eventually became part of

cooperative groups and contributed to their best ability ih
their groups.
The students liked the variety of communications

available thrdugh the sign

This meant that the

stude^^^ commuhicated through music, movement, drama, or
art.

Many^^^ of the students used art as a means of

communication and some wrdto songs and performed them.

Students pursued their topics and were excited about

their success.

They presented whenever they completed their

'workS:..,'

'x' , ;

They kept track Of/what they were doing in their
journals and expressed the difficulties and successes of

; thei;r/daii,y • work.

•

Either individuallydt in groups they worked on sluice
boxes, murals, books/ reports/ Communities, etc.

This 1ead

tp research into rocks and minerals in science since some
students preferred to tp this.
theme to

This actually opened up the

bigger ideas which captured the essence of

■.■""wholeness.
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Reflection and evaluation were important facets of the

cycle and these students were learning the meaning of these
words for the first time and sincerely made efforts to
reflect and evaluate.

As they progressed through their work, they stopped and
thought about what they were doing.

They were told that if

they were unhappy with something that they did, they could

go back and redo it.

Or, if they were content with what

they did, they could continue with it.

This reflection and

evaluation process was a continuous cycle.

As students performed or presented their creations, our

classroom implemented "the veil of silence."

was lowered, we held our applause.

Once the veil

Instead of applauding

each student or group that presented their creation, there
was a silent reflection on what was presented.

When all

presentations were complete, we applauded all of the efforts
as a celebration of our community's growth.

This

acknowledged and validated what students were doing, rather
than giving one individual or group more recognition than
another.

This type of reflection and evaluation honors the

fact that everyone has value and that their contributions
are valuable.

What is particularly interesting is that children are

capable of evaluating themselves honestly and this
contributes to the cooperative environment of the classroom
and makes everyone feel valued.
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The chapter 1 student^^^^

parti'chis^^^^

because they all were able to get involved
based on their interests.

prb®®sses

they too, felt a sense of

acceptance and accomplishment and improved greatly how they
felt about themselves.
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THE UNIT

The structure of the unit came from the state

frameworks and the district guidelines.
the format that was used.

It also came from

Read alouds, mini lessons with

large and small groups, individual conferences with

students,, large and small group discussions, processes and
invitations provided the basic structures upon which the
Unit was built.

The physical structure was one that invited students to

discuss and interact with each other.

This is why

individual desks were arranged in clusters or groups.

For

example, in my classroom, I organized the students' desks in
grbups of five so that there would be lots of interaction.

They could have been arranged differently.

Large tables

were used for reading, writing, and listening centers.
Large tables were equipped with

materials for publishing,

including a large variety of art supplies and paper.
Students had access to a computer and word processing
programs.

The classroom library was equipped with a variety of
print which included books, newspapers, magazines, and
resource books.
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ROOM ARRANOmiENT

An example of the physical prpcess is this toom
arrangement
— _^

- _____ _ _ _ _ _

_ _By11 etin Boards---------



Book Displays

Door

;,v and-;--'
Storage Cabinets

Reading,
Writing Area
(Writing

Math

Manipulatiye
Table

Supplies)

Work/
Froject Araa

Book Case

Rug Area
also used as

stage area

Supplies

(Used for reading,
discussion groups,
plays).
Art Area
cabinets

Art Supplies

White Board

Teacher's Desk

Observe the location of the teacher's desk.

This was

done deliberately to deemphasize the role of the teacher.
The teacher's role was one of facilitator, to assist the

chiidren in their 1 earning.
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MATERIALS

I used books, films, etc. so that students could

take notes and gain information.

This gave them sufficient

background information when they researched information.
Some of the potential materials and processes were
books, films, filmstrips, videos, magazines, newspapers,

inviting visitors, and taking field trips.
The art supplies included paints, chalk, crayons,

markers, and paper of different textures and sizes.

Paint

brushes came in a variety of sizes also.

Writing supplies consisted of a variety of paper
including paper with computer generated designs so that
students could become acquainted with writing stories on
paper of different forms.

'ed all around the room tp:invite
Books were display
children to brouse and

fead,

feogks were ordered frdm the

district library to supplement the classroom books.
were checked out from the public library as well.
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Books

PROCESS STRUCTURES

Other structures that were process structures included

the authoring cycle.

The authoring cycle usually began with

finding out what students alfeady knew about the topic or
theme.

Ttiis th

what the students wanted to know

about the topic or them

The teacher worked as a

facilitator and assisted students in how they could go about

finding out about their topics of interest.
After students made their decisions about what they

choise to investigate, they proceeded and worked on their

topics of interest.

At various times, as students finished

their research or activities, they shared their results with
the rest of the class.

Sometimes they read reports.

Other times they

presented their findings by writing songs, creating artistic
products, or doing a dramatic presentation.

After they presented their findings, they discovered
other areas that they wished to pursue.

For example, as

students pursued the study of pioneers, they proceeded to
study gold mining communities.

From here, they became

interested in the study of rocks and minerals and researched
these areas.

The authoring cycle was often initiated by reading
aloud from books that often motivated the students to

research topics of interest to them.
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For example, I read

Patty Reed's Doll, and this creiated interest in pioneers and
how the pioneers paine to California.

Another process structure was that of pulling students

together to work in mini groups.

Based on my observation of

the students, I observed that students at various points of
their research were ready to work on story characters, plot,
setting, etc.

These students worked with me to obtaih more

informatioh in these areas.
mini groups.

I invited the students to join

The students had a choice in this.

They could

accept or decline the invitation based on their interests.

Other process structures that were in place were the
1earning coiranunity and environment.

This endorsed the

importance of the learning theory.
As students worked together and created and worked on

activities, they contributed to the learning community.
Evaluation was another process structure that was build

into the Unit.

Students conferenced individually with me.

They also conferenced in groups with me.
kept portfolios.

The students and I

My portfolio included notations of

completed work, the way the^^ c

interacted with each

other, and how the children worked through the processes.
My notations included students' interests/strengths,
weaknesses and growth.
The students evaluated themselves and were asked to

keep journals that included thoughts and feelings about what
they were doing.

They were expected to write about what

they had learned.

^

were expected to evaluate their

•processes.

Some potehtial activities/processes were:
1.

Writing in diaries.

2.

Writing postcardsi

■ ■■V'

:-^Writlng/letters.
4.

■■

/' 'v-'

Writing in journals.
Writing poetry.

6.

Creating murals.

7.

Creating dioramas.

8.

Writing plays.

Some processes for finding out what students knew about
a topic or theme;

1.

Brainstorming as a clasis and noting it on butcher

■paper.

2.

■■ ■ "..■

Writing quick writes which meant writing down

quickly whatever came to mind and doing it in two or three
minutes.

3.

Clustering which consisted of writing the foeused

word or term arid writing brief nutations of thoughts(related
io;:'the,- : ,term.'

.

We found out what the students wanted to learn about

the theme.

We continued to make 1ists.

Based on this, we determined the resources that were
available and those that we needed.

to bring in resources also.

Students were invited

POTENTIAIi ACTIVITIES

I initiated activities by reading aloud to the

students.

The students recorded their reactions, thoughts>

and feelings about the story by writing in journals and
■diaries.

The read aloud also initiated other lessons and
activities.

; 1.

Some mini lessons were:

Learning about fiction.

2.

Learning about characters.

3.

Learning about story>

4.

Learning about plot.

5.

Learning about problems;

6.

Learning about solutions.

Some activities were:

1.

Selecting stoi^i®s for literature groups.

2.

Writing stories.

3.

Sharing stories.

4.

Reading (Sustained Silent Reading/Si S. R.).

5.

Discussing is small groups,

6.

Reading to each other.

7.

Writing (Sustained Silent Writing/S. S. Wl^

8.

W'riting responses to studente.

9.

Writing respohses to the teacher.
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ALOUD-;.^:..

(BIOGRAPHY OR AUTOBiOGRAPHY)

At one point a biography ■ or autobiography was read to
introduce this concept to the students.
lessons of these topics.

This led into mini

Froin the mini lessons students

broke into small groups to do the following:
1.

They selected further readings.

• ■ ■ •,2\,^;.;:;They,^ read;pilently.;.
3.

.'./V:;:-''

^

They wrote si1ent1y.

4.^ T^

small groups.

After they did this, they responded in the f61lowing
ways:

1.

They wrote biographies.

2.

They wrote huto

3.

They shared biographies.

4.

They shared: autobiographies.

There were many other options that could have occurred.
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LETTER WRITING

At one point, tetter writing was ±n^

done by reading The Jol1y Pbstman.

This was

Thete are bther good

books that could have been introduced.

There are lots of

■•
■ choices.

Qtber books that demonstrated letter writing were on

display. Chiidten were introduced to letter writing ih this
way.

The children did the following:
1.

They wrote letters.

2.

They read the ietters to each other.

3.

They read the letter writing books.

4.^^ T

discussed the letter writing books.

It is important to note that these activities are open
ended and could include more options•
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(FUN WITH SOUNDS AND WORDS)
INVESTIGATION OP SOUNDS AND WORDS

As stufients demonstrated an interest in the sounds of

words, this was introduced.

Some of the books used for this

were Guppies in Tuxedos. Superdupers. and The Dove Dove.

There are many other books to wotH

when you do this.

After reading the books, the students did the

foilowing:
1.

They SO^^^

"played" with words.

2.

They wrote "fhn" words.

Other possible activities are:

■

'Wribing-'oCtiyibieS,::,

2-.:';..;;Tape:/redordihg-racbivibies. V,',:

3.

Video recording activities.

children invent many possibilities.

chiIdren can create a Variet^
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choices.

The teacher and

FUN WITH LANGUAGE

Throughout the readings, mini groups were formed and
lessons focused on the nature of language.

This was done as

students expressed an interest or appeared ready to accept
information on nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.

some of the students reflected on their own writing to
see if they had these elements.

information in small groups.

They shared this

They exchanged writing and

assisted each other in exploring language.
Ruth Heller has written a series of books that delve

into the parts of speech.

The pictures are vibrant and the

writing is interesting and inviting.

Again, the processes are endless and are the students'
.choices.
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IIIVIT^TIONS TQ POETRY READING AND WRITING

As students expressed an interest in ppetry or as tjie
teacher observed that children could be interested in

poetry, this was introduced to the students.
A variety of books were displayed and read to the
students.

■

Mini lessons were done on the following:

1.

Reading-;puetTy:>/^

2.

Investigating different forms pf poetry such as
the haiku, the diamonte, etc.

3.

Explpring bob

that demonstrate good poetry.

^^■ '-4>/■^■;:Writing^R0etry.
It is important to keep in mind that children pre

invited as they demonstrate/ or express an interest in
poetry, or the teacher as observer invites them into the
■ process.'.
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EXPLORING THE MULTI-CULTURAL ASPECT

We read the book. People. to investigate the

multi-cultural aspect.

There are innumerable books to read

aloud and exp1ore this theme.

In this particular unit, the multi-cultural theme is
strong and will be

unit because of the

diversity that exists in California.
Demonstrate and share books with this theme.

discuss with the entire grbup^ a

Students themselves ca^

Read and

small groups•

books to read in literature

circles^.

Students can explgre similhri^
and among cultures.

and differences between

A multitude of topics can be created

with the students.
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FINDING OUT ABOUT THE GOLD RUSH

Invitations were extended to read from primary Source

documents such as journals and letters used during this
period.

This was done to motivate interests

As students read about the gold rush and the

communities that existed at that time, they did the
dirpwi:ngi
1.

They wrote journals.

2.

They wrote letters.

They ;;did'''-;creatiy'e;/writing.
4.

They wrote miner's journals.

Students created and expressed themselves in varipus
ways.

Some were;:'

1.

The drew gold mining equipment.

2.

They wrote and performed plays.

3.

They made murals.

4.

They made California flags.

5.

They created gold mining Communities.

6.

They created dioramas.

They wrote and kept journals.
The possibilities that students and teachers could come
up with would be:

1.

Performing skits.

2.

Performing dances.
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OTHER GENRE

I rea4 aloud a variety of genre.

We read and explored

folk tales, short stbriea, poetry, flGtion, historic

iiciion,;'- -ahd'nonflction.' '
I displayed a variety of all genre and extended
invitations to do the following:
1.

■

Read books.

Write"'books.'
3

Discuss books.

4.

Compare and contrast thb various genre.

The possibilities are endless and invite students to
continue the cycle of exploration and process ^
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HOW 'Tp PREPARE AN INTEGRATED FOURTH GRADE
/

SOCIAL ETUDjES-tANGOAGE ARTS UNIT

You can prepare for the integrated unit by reading and
becoming faniiiiar with the Califorbia Social StudiOS
Framework and the California Language Arts Framework.

In

social studies, look at the broad themes and the m^

concepts.

This helpis in organizing a unit by opening up

many possibilities of exploration and experience by the
students.

Select relevant iiterature and other resources and
materials that support the concepts.

This could include

films, filmstrips, videos, computer related materials, as
.weiiy'as art. and^::music^.resources.

■ y;'

Arrange the environment for cooperative learning.
Group desks in such a way as to invite and encourage social

learning.

Arrange for personal space.

gathering area.

Establish ay

This can be used for a variety of purposes

such as focusing attention, sharing literature or writing,
and demonstrating mini-lessons or experiments..

Let the

classroom reflect student work.

Begin to wOrk with students in groups.

Establish

ground rules and allow time to evaluate activities.

Reflection and evaluatioh are important aspects of a
wholistic enviroriment. y
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refleGt^-to look back at what they do, eyaltiate it, and

change whatever they decide to changev

St^u^^^

ref1ect on

their processes and evaluate on a continual basis.

Accumulate supplies by wotking with the students and
their families.

col leagues.

materiais.

Get the information out to friends and

These can be valuable resources for needed

Build a personal collection of literature and

.resource-'books. ■

Reflect on the teacher's role.

Teachers and children

negotiate curficulum in a community Of 1earners.

class rtiles together.
the students.

Negotiate

Daily business can be turned over to

Practice listening and observing students.

book for students' strengths and build on these strengths.
Establish curricular structuresi that are comporients of

a wholistic classroom.
■

Consider the following:

Share-.-,,l'iteratUre..^

2.

fiead material of their (students') choice.

3.

Allow for Sustained Silent Reading and Writihg as

well as reSpondihg.
4.

Share books.

5.

Read aloud by teacher.

6

readers *

theater.

7.

Set^^^^^^^u^

8.

Use iiterature sets.

9.

Use besels and textbooks as resource materials.

10.

reading.

Teach skilIs in context.
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11.

Use semantic maps, sketch to stretch, and other

whole language activities.

12.

Ihdrease use dt journals and learning :log^

13.

Allow time for sharing.

14.

Establish ah author's circle to cl^^

15.

Set up an author's folder for ongoing student

meaning.

writing.

16.

Establish a classrpoih newspaper,

17/

Edit with peers.

18.

Generate written discourse.

19.

Encourage interviews so students can interact and

learn about and ftorn each other.

20.

Respond to literature in a variety of ways.

21.

Celebrate learning and authorship by preparing and

presehting books and other creative endeavors.
After the environment and structures are in place,

begin the cycle by finding out what students already khOw
about the theme.

Find out what they want to know and 1earn

Students and teachers work together to determine ways that

they might find out the answers.

Students make decisions

about what they are going to ihyestigate.

Students Moirk

together in a variety Of ways and share the results.

This

1eads to new investigations which keeps the cycle going.
Use teacher resources for curricular components that

Support your integrated social studies-language arts
/.curriculum.-

'

Save student generated work and haVe students assist in

evaluating their work.

These materials can be shared with

parents at conference time.

Conference with students on a

■regular basis.

Contihue to read articles and bgoks to assist you in

your journey to change.
Classrooms for Authors:

to excel lent book is Creating
The Readinq-Writinq Connection by

Jerome Harste, Kathy Shbrt ahd Carolyn Burke.

Lastly, look at the model unit in this project to guide
and assist you in putting tpg

your unit.

Read through

the "Walk Through. . ." in order to gain some insights as to

how the unit could possibly evolve for you^
unique and special as it should be.
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Each

CHILDREN'S REACTIONS
AS THEY WORKED THROUGH THE UNIT

Since this

way of doing things for me

and this class; it^as;interesting to note some of the
children's reactions as we implemented the unit.
All the chiidten were astonished a

how we

reviewed the requirements that were supposedly my
responsibilities.

The children read from curriculum

strips provided by my district and suggested topics
that sounded interesting to them.

They simply could

not believe that I had ;inc1ud^ them in the curricular
process.

They enjoyed selecting the topics on which

we voted.

They had never done anything like this and

could not believe that I was sharing this
responsibility with them.

Even more astpnishing to all of them was the fact

that we voted on topics and decided in a democratic way

what the topic of Study Wpuld be.

Nearly every chi1d

commented that they had never done anything 1ike this
before and thby stated that it was a very fair way to

work with a class.

I continually heard the word "fair"

as we processed through this stage.

They realized that the democratic process was the
result of a fair way to select a topic, however, they
did not Understand the concept of democracy before,
and this process helped each child comprehend the
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democratic process.

Each child felt good that he/she

had a voice in the selection.

Many were disappointed

that their topic was not selected, but they were very
comfortable that they even had a choice in this kind of
decision.

When they came to the point where they needed to
select what they wanted to research, there was quite a

bit of confusion, but that was anticipated since this
was a new process for all of us.

Once the students

decided what they wanted to pursue and got involved,

the group dynamics were very interesting.

The "at risk" students felt good that they could

work with more knowledgeable students.

They also

contributed information as a result of taking in
information from auditory and visual input from videos,

oral readings, and discussions within the groups.

I

noticed that they did not depend on the more talented
students, but were comfortable with their input.
Many of the "at risk" group worked on murals and
presented oral reports.

Again, they demonstrated

artistic and verbal abilities that compensated for

their low reading abilities.

They commented that they

not only enjoyed doing the murals, but that they liked
being able to share information as a group.

1 know

that they felt good about themselves by the way they
smiled as they worked and presented their shared
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projects.
fun.

I often heard comments like, "This is really

I wish We could always do this."

This comment was heard throughout the implementation of
■the ■■■unit-.'"

After they presented their projects, they walked
off with proud 1ooks on their faces.

You cpuld tel1

that they were pieased with their projects•

There were

many kind comments within the groups ss they finished

presenting.

They actually seemed to develop a sense of

respect for what others had contributed to the outcome.
1 also noticed a sehse of excitement when

information was foundch their topics.

They ran up to

me with the books or magazines and shared with me what

they had just discovered.

It was exciting for me to

see how much ' they, ■ leamed'. ■'
One thing that surprised me was the fact that many

students, including the "at risk" population, went to
the library and checked out their first library cards
and brought in books to share with the class.
were really excited about this process.

They

They were

really proud that they brought in books to share.

There were many smiles when they did this.

I Slso

heard many comments from the chi1dren that the parents

enjoyed getting involved by taking them to the library.
This was a good opportunity for paren
positive with their children.
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to do something

Finally, student journals revealed much

information about how they felt as we implemented the
unit.

I continuously read from almost everyone:

1.

This is fun.

2.

I hope that we get to do tiiis again.

3.

I liked working with a group.

4.

It was fun writing a hong and presenting it.

;5y : We,get- , to.-talk ^alot

■ 'yy-v

.-6-.

■ iv-like'to-draw

7.

Painting murals are fun.

8.

I like reading about the gold rush.

9.

I 1ike studying about rocks and minerals.

^ hope that 1 get to have Mrs. "Fi" again hekt
-'■..year.

There definitely was a positive tone in the

overall class as we implemented the unit.

It seemed as

though the students got along better with each other as
we progressed through the unit. I could sense the

®^®hce and it was just more piessant being in ^
classroom where children cooperated and enjoyed what
/they, were'doihg. ■ ■ ■
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The £ol1owing key indicates the use of each book and
can be found in brackets at the end of each entry.
S. S. = This book is used to teach social studies

cpntent. It includes the broad biase of social studies
which includes geography and history.
M. C. = This book is used to address the multicultural

aispect ais related to the diversity of cultures in the state
of Galifbrnia. It does not mean that it is restricted to a
Specific grade level, but enhances the knowledge of
multiculturai education and meets the needs of the diversity
of learhers in the classroom today.
L. L. = This book is used to teach language.
Lit. =

This book is used for literature based

instructioh, even though it may be on an assigned list for
another grade level.
This m®®ts the needs of the diversity
of learnSrs in the classroom today.

Aardema, v.: (1981). Bringinq the rain to kapiti plain.
Dial Books. This African rhyming folktale tells how
Ki-^pat> the herdsman, works out a clever method to save
plain from a long drought. Grade levels 1-4. Folk
. ■■lore.". ' . {Lit.,
}:, ; ■ ,

Adolph, A. , 111. by Steptoe, J.

(1982).

Col ofs of the

race. Lathrop.
The poems in this book are written
from the point of view of a child with a black mother
and a white father.

Grade levels 4-6.

aspects.

C.}.

{Lit.,

Multicultural

Ahlberg, A., & Ahlbero. J.
(1986). The iolly postman.
Little, Brown.
A postman delivers mail to fairy tale
characters.

Every other page of the book is an

envelope with a letter inside, demonstrating different
kinds of written communications.

Letter writing.

Grade level 1.

{L. L.}.

Amon, A., 111. by Amoh, A.
(1981). The eafth is Sore:
Native Americans on nature. Atheneum. Poems and songs
that express the feelings and thoughts of American
Indians about nature; the white man, and land misuse.

Grade levels K-6.

Multicultural aspects.
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{S. S.,

Aylesworth, T. G.
Hawaii.

(1988).

The New York:

The Pacific;

California.

Chelsea House Publ.

Discusses the geographical, historical and cultural
aspects of California and Hawaii. Geography; Multi
cultural aspects.
{S. S., M. C.}.

Baker, 0. (1981). Where the buffaloes begin. Frederick
Warne. In this tale. Little Wolf, a courageous boy,
longs to find the lake where the buffaloes begin.
His adventure comes to an end with a wild and

unforgettable ride through the night to save his
people. Grade levels 5-8. Folklore. {M. C., S. S.,
Lit.}
Barkin, C., & James, E.
school report.

(1983).

How to write a great

William Morrow.

Written for the

student, the step-by-step process of preparing
(choosing, finding facts and information, taking
notes) and writing (getting ready, rewriting, checking)
a report for school are laid out. Examples of
reference materials and sample reports are included.
Grade levels 4-9. Report writing. {L. L.}.
Barnard, J.

(1972).

Voices from the Southwest:

Antonio

Jose-Martinex, Elfego Baca. and Reices Lopez Tverina.

Scholastic. The author describes the struggles of
three Mexican Americans in various historical periods

to redress the wrongs that their people suffered.
Grade levels 4-9.

{M. C., S. S.}

Baylor, B. (1972). When clay sings. (Southwest).
Scribner. Poems and drawings describe the life of
an American Indian in earlier times as depicted on
pottery. Grade levels K-6. Nonfiction: Poetry;
Multicultural aspects.
{Lit., L. L., M. C.}
Blair, W., 111. by Rounds, G. (1944). Tall tale America.
This legendary history of our humorous heroes includes
Captain Stormalong, Jonathan Slick, Mike Fink, Febold
Feboldson, Paul Bunyon, Davy Crockett, Pecos Bill,
John Henry, and numerous others. Grade levels 4-6.
Tall tales.
{Lit., L. L.}.

Blumberg, R. (1989). Great American gold rush. New
York: Bradbury Press. Describes the emigration of
people from the East Coast of the U. S. and from
foreign countries to California to pursue the
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dream of discovering gdld. Gold rush; pioneers;
immigrants^.
{Lit/, S. S.}.
Bodecker, N. J.

(1976).

other nonsehse.

Hurrv. hurry. Mary dear!

Atheneum.

and

This is a collection of

happy nonsense and tongue'-twisting poetry. Grade
levels 2-5. Language development.
{L. L.}.
Bienner, B., 111. by Bologneser D. (1978). Wagon wheels
Harper & Row. Insights into the lives of black
pioneers in Kansas in the 1870's. ALA-Notable Book.

Grade levels 2-6.

;

Pioneers; Multicultural aspects.

,{s.; s;., •M.,
•
,; c.;.}-
.Brewton, S., & Br®wton, J.
America; forever new;

(Eds.).

A book of poems.

(1968).

Crowel 1

This collection includes poems about American history,
tall tales, pioneers, city dwellers and landscapes of

American.
' Lit".; / 'L

GrAde levels 2-6.

Poetry. {S. S., M. C.,

L.1.'

Burton, V. L.
Mifflin.

(1942). The little house. Boughton
The story of a little house that

se^S; many changes over the years, information about
buildings, transportation, growth of population> and
the increase in urban life is presented,

Caldecott

Medal.

{Lit.,

Grade levels 2-5.

Pioneer life.

S. S.}. :

Cameron, A., 111. by Strhgnell, A.

(1981).

The stories

Julian telIs. Random House. Julian is great at
telling stofibs. He can make people believe almost

anything, especially his ybun^

brother Henry.

nptable book. Importance of oraT tradition.
levels 3-6. Storytelling. (S. S., Lit.}
Chambers, C.

(1984).

California gold rush;

treasure. Malwah, N, J.: Troll.
account of the discovery of gold.
i

Gold Rush.

Grade

Search for

A young man's
Grade levels 4-6.

(S. S., Lit.}.

Cleary, B., II1. by Zelinsky, P. 0.
Mr. Henshaw.

ALA

Del 1.

(1983).

Dear

Wheh Leigh Botts writes his

favorite author, the 1etters evolve into a journal.
Then he learns how writing can become a personal tool
that brings insight and understanding. Newberry
Medal. Grade leyels 4-7. {Lit., L. L.}.
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Coerr, E.,

I11. by Degen, B.

(1986).

Josefina storv

quilt. Harper & Row. Faith and her family, along
with a pet hen named Josepina, travel in a wagon train
to California. They encounter adventures along the
way which are recorded in the family's patchwork quilt.
Grade levels 2-6.

Pioneers.

{S. S., Lit.}.

Comstock, E. (1979). Valleio and the four flags. Grass
Val1ey, Calif.: Comstock Bonanza Press. A story of
'^^^itoi^uia's political history under four governments.
Grade levels 4-8. Historical fiction.
government.
{S. S., Lit.}.
Cooper/ M.

(1989).

Books,

Klondike fever.

California

Boston:

Clarion

Dramatic account of the Canadian gold rush

near the Klondike River.

fiction;

Gold Rush.

Grade levels 4-8.

Non

{S. S., Lit.}.

Courlander, H., & Herzog, G., 111. by Chastain, Mayde
Lee. (1947). Seventeen stories from Africa.
Henry Hold. Depicts good people and bad, warriors

and hunters, how the world became the way it is, and
other tales of human experience. Story telling;
Multicultural aspect.

{M. C., Lit.}.

Cricket Sonas: Japanese Haiku. Translated by Harry Behn.
(1964), Harcourt. Brief, nonrhyming poems express
the wonders of nature.

Grade levels 3-6.

Poetry.

fL.-L.}:. ■
Fleischman, S.

(1963).

Great horn spoon.

Little.

Jack's adventures begin when he and his aunt's butler
stow away on a ship bound for Galifornia. The Gold
Rush of 1849 is part of the adventure. Grade levels

5-6.

Historical fiction.

Gold Rush.

{S. S., Lit.}.

Flournoy, V., 111. _by Pinkney, J. (1985); Patchwork
quilt.

Penguin USA.

Grandma's patchwork quilt is

to be her niasterpiece, full of warmth and memories,

when illness prevents her from working on the quilt,
Tanya helps complete a labor of love.
2-5. {S. S., Lit.}.

Freedman, R.

(with photographs).

of the wild west

(1983).

Houghton Mifflin.

Grade levels

Children
Children of

pioneer families travel west in a wagon train.
Documentary photographs are included in this story of
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their experiences.
information.

Gates, D.

Grade levels 5-8.

Pioneers.

L(1940).

Nonfiction

{S. S., Lit.}.

Blue willow.

Viking.

Janey and her

precious blue willow plate are always moving so her
father can find work.

Finally, she finds a friend, and

after many adventures, a settled home as well.
levels 4-5. Contemporary realistic fiction.
{S. S., Lit.}.

Gibbons, G.

(1982).

moves.

Post office book;

Harper & Row

M

Grade

Pioneers.,

Mail and how it

happens to the mail after

it goes in the mailbox:is djepi,cted step by step.
Movements; mail.

{S. S.}.

Gobie/ p. (1987). Death of the iron horse. Macmillah.
The overwhelming power of the 19th century American
technology and the movement westward had a disastrous
effect on the native Indian tribes. Grade levels
5-8. Westward movement. {S. S.> Lit.}.

Goble, P. (1987).

The girl who loved wild horses.

_

'

Bradbury. With simple words and bri11iant paintings,
the author telIs the story of an American Indian girl
and her love of hprses. Grade 1evels 4-8. {M. C.,
,:.v-;Lit;.}.

v

Goble. P. (1984). Buffalo woman. Bradbury. This legend
from the Plains Indiahs about a buffalo that turns into

a beautiful girl tells of the kinship between man and
animal.

Grade levels 3-6.

_Haviland, V.
fly,

phi1bmei.^

{M. C., Lit.}.

(LEd.). (1979).
H

If people could

American Legendsv ?In this

selection are stories told by American indiahs,

Eskimos, and Black Americans; tales brought by
European immigrants; tall tales; and humorous
stories from Appalachia. Grade levels 3-6.
{M. C., Lit.}.

Ho11iday; J. s. (1981)^

The world rushed in;

New York:

Aimon and Shuster. : Diary and letters of a California

gold,miner.

Grade levels 4-8.

Nonfiction.

Gold Rush.

s., Lit.}.

Hoobl er/ D., 111. % Carpentef, N. 1 (i9B^^
the streams;

Treasures in

The storv of a Gold Rushigirl.
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Englewood cliffs, N; J.: Silver Burdett Press.
lives of a ten year old girl and members of her

The

farmihg family are changed when gold is discovered on
Mr. Suiter's land. Grade levels 4-8.
Rush; Pioneers.
{S. S., Lit.}.

Hopkins, L, B.

(1987).

Fiction.

Pass the poetry please;

Gold

Harper &

Row. Biographical information about poets writing for
childreh combines with specific techniques for

getting students involved with poetry.
4-6;

Poetry; Writing.

Hughes, L.

(1945).

Grade levels

{L. L.}.

The dream keeper.

Knopf.

Many of

poems in this volume show the validity of the blues as
a poetic form.
l>-}' ■ ' .

Grade levels 4-8.

Issol, W., and Cherny, R.
1932;

(1986).

Poetry.

{Lit.,

San Francisco, 1865

Politics, power and urban development.

Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press.
Describes and analyzes the growth of the city.
Nonfiction. Movement and growth. Teachers' Resource.
{S. S., Lit.}.

Jarell, R., 111. by Sendak, M. f1963). The bat poet.
Macmillan. The world begins to look different when a
bat asks questions no other bat has asked. Then the
bat poet makes poems about what he sees,"thinks, and
feels, and discovers he needs an audience. Gra.de
levels 3-6. Writing, poetry.
{L. L.}.
Keats, E. (1965). John Hehrv; An American legend.
Pantheon. John Henry, the railroad hew, was born
;
With and died with a hammer in his hand. Grade

levels 2-5.
■

Folklore.

(Lit.}

Retold bv PaiLil Bunvan. Morrow. This legendary
Character of Maine, Paul Bunyan, weighed 156 pounds

at birth.
bears.

Even as a young lad, he wrestled grizzly

With Babe, the super ox, he dug the Great Lakes

and the St. Lawrence River as he led a band of
lumberman westward. Grade levels 3-5. Myths and
legends; Westward movement.
{S. S., Lit.}.
Lake, Ai I., III. by Lazzarino, L.

(1990).

Gold fever.

RoUrke, A. C. (Ed.). Rourke Publications. Describes
the origins of the California Gold Rush and techniques
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used.

Grade levels 4-8.

Lapmah, E. S.

Gold Rush.

{S. S., Lit.}.

(1969). ^The bandit of mok hill.

Doubleday.

Problems of gold rush times; boy wants to

join Murietta gang.

fiction.

New York:

Girade levels 4-8.

Gold Rush.

Historical

{S. S., Lit.}.

Laurgaard, R. (1965). Pattv Reed's Doll.

Caxton Printer's

Limited. Story about a young girl who is a member of
the Donner party. Story is told from the point of
view of Patty Reed's doll. Grade levels 4-8.
Historical fiction. Westward movement; Pioneer life.
{S. S., Lit.}.

' Lewis, Fi.

(Ed.).

poetry for children.
Poetry.
{L. L.}.

(1968).

A gathering of great

Harper & Row. Grade levels 3-6.

_Littie, Brown, (1985). Word works-whv the
alphabet is a kid's beet friend. A rich resource for
teacher and student alike. The fascinating facts and

sug9estipns found hbre will provide an abundance of
activities, all centered around the extraordinary
richness and diversity of the English language.
Grade levels 3-6. Language development.
Resource. {L. L.}.

MacLachlan, P.

(1987).

Junior Books.

Sarah, plain and tall.

Teachers'

Harper

When the father of Anna and Caleb

advertises for a wife/ he gets a reply from Sarah who
has always lived by the sea. She agrees to visit them
in their home on the prairie.

Grade levels 4-6.

Historical fiction.

{S. S., Lit.}.

McDermott, G.

Tale.

(1974).

Pioneer.

Arrow to the sun:

find his father the lord of the sun.

Folklore.
Meltzer, M.

A Pueblo Indian

Viking. A young boy journeys to the heavens to

Multicultural.

(1984).

The black Americans:

their own words,
Americans.

Grade levels 3-5.

{M, C.}.

Hairper & Row.

Grade levels 3-6,

A history in

History of black
Multicultural *

• ■>■■■ ■ .{S. ;;S. ,;;M.- ^C.;-}. \

;

Montgomery, J.
(1968).
The wrath of coyote.
William
Morrow.
This novel, which is based on the life of a
legendary chief, describes the conflict between the
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Spanish sett1ers and the Californians who inhabi1ted
take the area of present day San Francisdo. Grade
levels 6-9. Multicuitural; S
{M. C.,
^■S../S.. , ■ Lit-.}- .' -

Moarl, L. (1981). Save queen of Sheba. Suttons. Two
children are separated fronv the wagon train, and
it takes all of King David's courage and energy to take
Care of his sister. Queen of Sheba. Grade levels
4-7. Historical fictibn. Pioneers.
{S. S. , Lit.).
Nixon, J. L. , 111. by Campbell Pearson, T.

(1987).

Fat

chance Claude. Penguin USA. Tall Shirley and Short
Claude meet on a wagon traih traveling to the Colorado
gold fields. They c^^
mountains for gold
unti1 they discoveir the adyantages of cooperation.
Pioneer 1ife.

{S. S., Lit.}.

Nixon, J. L. , 111. by Degen, Bi (1988). If vbu were a
a writer. MacMilIan. Melia discovers the power of
words and the imagination as she encounters everyday
events and tfansforms each event into a cascade of

possibilities.
ment .

Grade levels 4-6.

Language develop

{L.

O'Dell, S. (1977). Car1oti. Boughton. Raised to take
the place of her dead brother, Carlota de Zubaran races
her stal1ion through the California lowlands, divSs
into shark infested Waters searching for gold, and
fights between the Mexicans and Americans. Grade
levels 4-6. Historical fiction.
f
{S. S., M. C. , Lit.}.

Perl, L. , ILl by Cuffari, R.
hanqtown fry:

(1977).

Multicultural; gold

Hunters stew and

what pioneer America ate and why.

Houghtbn Mifflin. Each section of the expanding
nineteenth century United States evolved distinctive
foods and recipes. What we eat today derives from

pioneer experiences.

Pioneer life.

{S. S., Lit.}•

Pitt, L. (Ll966). Decline of the Californios. Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press. Focus on the
conf1ict of culture. NOnfiction. Multicultural,

{s. s., M. c. , Lit.}. -V/'. ■ .
Rylaht, C.,

111.

by Gobde, D.

in the mountains.

(1982).

When I was young

Words and illustrations evoke the
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sights, scents, and sounds of a happy mountain child
hood. Caldecott Honor Book. Grade levels 2-6.
Pioneers, Settlers. {S. S., Lit.}.
Sandin, J. (1981). The loha way to a new land. Harper
Si Row. Carl Erik's family leaves hard times in Sweden
and travels by cart, train, and steamship to reach a
new home in the United States.

Grade levels 3-5.

ALA Notable Book.

{S. S., Lit.}.

Schwartz, A., I11. by Rourke, G. (1975). Whoppers.
Harper St Row. Tellers of tall tales are sometimes
known as"hard liars." This collection of one
hundred and forty-five "windies or whoppers or
gallyfloppers" has been taken from the American
folklore tradition. It is certain to inspire,
confuse, amaze, entertain, and otherwise excite
students' imaginations. Grade levels 3-6.

Fglklore.

{Lit.}.

Shulevitz, U. (1978). The treasure. Farrar. Sometimes
one must travel far to discover what is near. This

eastern European aphorism is integrated in the
folktale.

present

In this story, an old man dreams thrice that

a treasure is buried under a bridge in a far-off city.
However, he finds the treasure buried in his own home.
Grade levels 4-5.
■ 'Lit..}

Folktale; Multicultural.

(M. C.,

Spier, P. (1980). People. Doubleday. The extraordinary
cultural, racial, ethnic, and technological abundance

of planet Earth is explored in this celebration of
human diversity and the ties that bind all human
beings. Grade levels K-6. {Si S., M. C.}.
Stein, R. C., Ill, bv Aronson. L. The storv of the gold
at Sutter's Mill.
Chicago: Children's PreSs.
Grade levels K^6. {S. S., Lit.}.
Stoutenburg, A., II1. by Powers. R. M. (1966). American
Tal1 Tales. Penguin USA. American growth and
geographic expansion during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries produced legendary figures to match
a national vision of almost limitless frontiers.
Grade levels 4-8. Tall Tales. {S. S., Lit.}.

Terban, M., II1. by Maestro, G.
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(1988).

The dove dove.

Houghton Mifflin.

Words that are spelled the same,

but have different meanings and pronunciations are
called homographs. Clever riddles and their ill

ustrations pfdvide ah avenue to discovery that
engages students in laughing and learning. Grade
1evels 4-8. Language Development. {L. L.}.
Terban, M., 111, by Maestrp, G.
tuxedos. Houghton Mifflih.
oh place becomes a word, an
from hamburger to marathon,
are traced to their drigins
Grade LeVels 3-6. Lahghage

(1988). Guppies in
When the name of a
eponym is born. Ranging
over one hundred eponyms
in the word play book.
Development. {L. D•}•

Terban, M., 111. by Maestro, G, (1984). I think I
thought and other tricky verbs. Houghton Mifflin.
Learning the irregular verbs of Englilsh can be

fun when humorous rhymilhg sencences combine with
fun-^fil led drawings. A book that makes learning
about language an adventure. Grade levels 4-8•

I;;/

{L'.. l;}. :

\

-

^

Terban, M., I11. by Maestro, G.
other funny idioms.

(1983).

:
In a pickle and

Houghton Mifflin.

The meaning

and the origins of more than two dozenVEhglish idiOms
ate explained by using humor to gain insight into
language. Grade Levels 4-8. {L. L.}.

Terban, M., 111. by Maestto,
(1986). Your foot's On mv
feet! Houghton Miffiin. A whimsical treatment of
h
will help students
understand their use. Gtade Levels 4-8. {L. L.}.

Tdrabaii, M., 111. by Maestro, G.
and other funny 1dioms.

(1987). Mad as a wet hen

Houghton Miff1in.

136

idiomatic expressiohs are explained.

Idioms are

grouped into the foilowing sections:

Animals,

Body Parts, Feelings, CoidrS, Food, and Hats. A
companion fo In a pickle and other funny idioms.
Grade Levels 4-8.

{L. L.}.

^

Terban, M., II1. by Maestro, G. (1989). Superdupers. .
Houghton Mifflin. Words like roly-poly, ding-a-ling,
or ho hum add spice to conversation and have
interesting histories. Funny illustrations of over one

hundred common "superduplers" help explain their
origins:. Grade Levels 4-8. {L. L.},
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Unruh, J.

(1979).

The pliains acroiss.

University of Illinois Press.

migration.

Nonfiction.

Champaign/Urbana:

Describes westward

{S. S., Lit.}.

Williams, V. B., and Williams, J. (1988). Strinqbean's
trip to the shining sea. Scholastic. Stringbean Coe
and his brother Fred undertake an exciting trip from
Kansas to the Pacific ocean. The story of their trip
Unfolds in pbstcards Stringbean sends to his family.
Grsde Levels 3-6. {S. S., L. L.}.
Yep, L.

(1975).

Books.

Draqohwinqs.

Harper & Row.

Junior

In 1903, MoonShadow travels from a remote

village in China to California to join his father whom
he has never seen. Despite tremendous difficulties
and disasters, father and son struggle to live in
San Francisco while always working toward their dream
of creating a dragon-like flying machine. Grade
Levels 5-6. Historical Fiction. {S. S., Lit., M. C.}.

Yep, L., 111. by Wiesner, D. (1989), The rainbow people.
Harper S Row. When Chinese workers began arriving in

Calilfornia in the nineteenth century, they brought
with them a rich cultural heritage.
{S. S., M, C., Lit.}.
Yolen, j. (Ed.).

(1986).

Grade Levels 4-8.

Favorite folktales

from around the world. Random House, A col 1ection of
folktales from! many culture groups, the stories in

, themies: Telling tales; The very young; The very old;
heroes; likely and unlikely; The getting of wisdom
and others. Grade Levels 4-5. {Lit., M. C.}.
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Visual Resources

America moves west.

Orange Chery Software.

(1987).

Apple disk; Commodore 64. Westward Movement.
Computer Software. Teachers' Resource.
California gold:

Stories of two women.

Docu-drama

clarifying the important role that women played
during our country's westward expansion.
Gold Rush.

VC.

California's heritage.

Provides an introduction to

California history.
Gold rush and the 49'ers.

California History.

Film.

The story of how the

discovery of gold transformed the American West
Gold Rush.

Film.

Oregon trail.
movement.

Recreates the saga of the westward
Westward movement.

Film.

Placer gold. The methods of glacier gold mining in
California in the days of the '49. Gold mining.
Film.
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